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your website. The
application connects
you to anywhere in

the world quickly and
easily, anonymously.

It also provides
several features, like
DNS changer, proxy
server, blocked URL

checker, host filtering,
and many more.

1.ChrisPC Anonymous
Proxy ChrisPC
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Anonymous Proxy is a
proxy server software
that provides you the
easiest way to protect
your identity online.

With the help of it, the
transaction between

your pc and server will
go behind the proxy
server, and then only
the proxy server will

know your real IP
address. After your
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identity is protected,
you can browse

anywhere you want
online without any
concern. ChrisPC

Anonymous Proxy: 1.
Protect your identity
and location without
allowing anyone to
know your real IP

address 2. Over 250+
proxy servers from all

over the world to
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choose from 3. Use 2
tunneling methods,

TCP or HTTP 4.
Configure any of the

50+ well-known
proxies easily 5. Use

other 50+ free
services with it 6.

Quickly switch
between proxy servers

ChrisPC Anonymous
Proxy also provides
filtering feature that
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can block specific
websites, as well as

host filtering that can
block certain IP

addresses, as well as
domain filtering that
can block any URL on

a website. You can
also monitor blocked
websites and report

blocked URLs with this
software. ChrisPC
Anonymous Proxy
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Features: 1. Protect
your identity and

location online 2. Over
250+ proxy servers

from all over the world
to choose from 3. Use

two tunneling
methods, TCP or HTTP

4. Configure any of
the 50+ well-known

proxies easily 5.
Quickly switch

between proxy servers
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6. Protect your
identity and location

online 7. Filter
multiple sites on a

single page 8. Filter
websites and block

websites 9. Can block
websites and

addresses by URL 10.
Supports support for

enhanced URL filtering
11. Support for DNS

URL translation
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ChrisPC Anonymous
Proxy is a total

anonymity proxy, it
can help you hide your

real IP address and
location when you

browse the web, also
can protect your

browsing activities
with 100% online

anonymity. ChrisPC
Anonymous Proxy: 1.
Protect your identity
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and location without
allowing anyone to
know your real IP

address 2. Over 250+
proxy servers from all

over the world to
choose from 3. Use

two tunneling
methods, TCP or HTTP

4. Configure any of
the 50+ well-known

proxies easily 5.
Quickly switch
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between proxy servers

ChrisPC Anonymous Connection X64

-------------------------------
ChrisPC Anonymous
Connection Cracked
Accounts is a proxy

tool that offers a quick
and easy way to make

your connection
anonymous. The

application hides you
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from public tracking
tools. By changing
your IP address, it

makes it difficult for
others to know where

you're connecting
from. It also helps to
protect your privacy
and to limit attacks.
ChrisPC Anonymous

Connection Key
Features: -----------------

--------------------------
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-Proxy through a
number of different

proxy servers around
the world. -Hides your
IP address, and makes
it difficult for others to
track you. -Eliminate

online restrictions and
location-related

problems. -Protect
your internet activity
by using a proxy. -A
safer way to protect
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your online identity.
-Helps you to access
restricted content.
-Don't worry about

being found: change
your IP address.

-Protect your identity
and hide your

location. -You are no
longer identified in the

network. -Hide your
identity, help you

protect your online
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activities. -Beware:
many people are
using different IP

addresses to access
the Internet. -With this

application, you can
access your favorite
websites. -Change
your IP address is
simple: that's all it

takes. -Downloaded
programs can be

accessed online when
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using the official
proxy, but ChrisPC

Anonymous
Connection enables
you to access them

offline. -Bypass
location-based
restrictions and

restrictions based on
IP addresses. -Keep
your online activity

anonymous and safe.
-You have a number of
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countries to choose
from when changing
your IP address. -By

default, ChrisPC
Anonymous

Connection works in
proxy mode, but you

can change that in the
settings. -Hide your
identity and protect
your identity. -There
are two modes for

your program: normal
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mode and offline
mode. -It's simple to
use. Just choose the
country you want to
use, and the other

modes will
automatically be

configured. -Up to 500
proxies, and the latest
proxies. -Almost all of
the proxies work with
this application, but

support is also
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available for some.
-You can change the
country you wish to

change to and
connect to a number

of proxy servers
around the world. -The
only limitation is that
you can't connect to
the program unless
you're outside of its

limits. -Change your IP
address with ease
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with ChrisPC
Anonymous

Connection. -The
program is not a

firewall, so it doesn't
affect the operation of
the firewall. -You can

access your IP
address, so
b7e8fdf5c8
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ChrisPC Anonymous Connection 

Password strength
indicator, allow flash
file download, notifies
when you are about to
delete file, has an
option to move easily
between set up
screens. With ChrisPC
CDR, you can manage
your call record, track
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call logs history and
even block phone calls
with ease. Version
5.42: Added option to
‘Delete history when
app is closed’, so that
you don’t need to
manually delete call
logs in order to free
up some space.
Version 5.25: Added
option to ‘Delete
history when app is
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closed’, so that you
don’t need to
manually delete call
logs in order to free
up some space.
Version 5.20: Call
recording/blocking:
blocked a received
call in spite of app
being in the call
recording mode.
ChrisPC CDR has a
new update available
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for your consideration.
Version 5.08: Added
option to ‘Delete
history when app is
closed’, so that you
don’t need to
manually delete call
logs in order to free
up some space.
Version 5.05:
Improvements to the
settings panel, history
button for navigating
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between view options.
Version 5.01: Added
‘Special’ category.
Version 4.09: New
category – General,
added a new one,
Extreme Version 4.04:
Bug fix. Version 3.31:
Bug fixes. Version
3.30: Support for the
latest Windows OS.
Version 3.25: Added a
new category –
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Extreme, added
improved features for
the new category.
Version 3.20: Bug
fixes. Version 2.73:
Added option for
Manual chat for call
recording. New
category – Call
Recording Added
option for Chat
Recording and Chat
Sharing. ChrisPC SMS
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is a phone call
recording application
that can automatically
record telephone calls.
Version 4.30: Bug fix.
Version 4.29: Added
following extra
features: • Delete call
logs option • Ability to
select time period
when recording is
performed. • Ability to
view previous days
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call logs at any time. •
Option to stop
recording as soon as
the call is completed.
• Ability to save the
recorded file. Version
4.28: Bug fix. Version
4.27: Added following
extra features: •

What's New in the ChrisPC Anonymous
Connection?
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ChrisPC Anonymous
Connection is a
network-transparent
anonymizer that
works in conjunction
with proxy servers and
reroutes Internet
traffic accordingly. It
guarantees access to
the Internet in an
anonymous fashion,
with only a few button
presses required, and
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features a powerful
DNS switch that
makes your real-time
changes of hostnames
a breeze. It supports
the connection of
proxy servers located
in the entire world and
also provides
anonymous DNS
services that have
proved to be a real
privacy threat.
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ChrisPC Anonymous
Connection: ChrisPC
Anonymous
Connection is a
network-transparent
anonymizer that
works in conjunction
with proxy servers and
reroutes Internet
traffic accordingly. It
guarantees access to
the Internet in an
anonymous fashion,
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with only a few button
presses required, and
features a powerful
DNS switch that
makes your real-time
changes of hostnames
a breeze. It supports
the connection of
proxy servers located
in the entire world and
also provides
anonymous DNS
services that have
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proved to be a real
privacy threat.
ChrisPC Anonymous
Connection Review: If
you wonder how you
could browse the
Internet anonymously,
ChrisPC Anonymous
Connection is the
answer. Its DNS
switching capabilities
offers a unique
solution for this
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purpose. By protecting
your identity when
browsing the online
world, you are
ensured anonymity
and safety. Subscribe
to If You Liked the
Video:Video Rating: 5
/ 5 The Evernote web
service is much like
Tomboy for the web,
or a cross between the
two. Tom Emrich, the
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former developer of
Tomboy, first released
the web version of
Tomboy under the
name '@tomboy', and
then a while ago with
the addition of the
'@evernote'
extension. The
@tomboy is a web
based note-taking
application, for
common text
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documents. The
@tomboy was re-
designed for Google
Chrome and works like
a Google Chrome
extension. If you have
the toolbar for Google
Chrome installed, then
you can also use
@tomboy in
combination with the
toolbar extension for
Google Chrome.
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@tomboy has a very
simple interface,
which offers a few way
of creating notes,
including entering free
form text, selecting a
tag, or taking a
picture of a note.
@tomboy has a web
based interface, which
you can access from a
web browser. All
@tomboy notes are
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written with HTML,
and are searchable via
Google. @tomboy can
export notes to
Evernote or an
OpenNote compatible
service. You can sync
notes between
@tomboy and the
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System Requirements For ChrisPC Anonymous
Connection:

Windows 7 Processor:
Core 2 Duo or
equivalent Memory: 2
GB RAM Graphics:
DirectX 9c compatible
graphics card with 1
GB of RAM. DirectX:
Version 9.0c Network:
Broadband Internet
connection Hard
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Drive: 8 GB available
space Sound Card:
DirectX 9.0c
compatible sound card
Additional Notes:
When you register,
you can download to
play your game within
30 days of purchase.
(You can also unlock
and play your game
before 30 days.) We
take pride in
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